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DERE K. COX of Ore.

Three EXTRAS

DO YOU KNOW?

WHERE PAIN ASSAILS... SACROOL PREVAILS

FREE YOURSELF from the BONDS OF CONSTITUTION with DR. MORSE'S INDIAN PILLS

BUY A BOTTLE
AND KEEP HANDY
On Sale at all Drug Stores

R. M. JONES & CO., LTD.—Agents

THE TALK OF BARBADOS!
The most important event in recent Cycle history in this Country is the arrival of these Magnificent NEW British-built HERCULES Bicycles.

Technical and Mechanical Features.

Crest—Smart and Modern in appearance.

Grace and Elegance of Line—In fact a new specification exactly as wanted by Barbados Cyclists.

NEW

HERCULES

The Finest Bicycle Built To-day

See them now at—
Barbados Co-operative Cotton Factory Ltd.
Auto Tyre Co.

AND AT ALL LEADING DEALERS THROUGHOUT THE ISLAND
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